Mega-Crossword

ACROSS
1. Hesitated
2. Scheme
3. Approach to shore
4. Punting advisers
5. Meaning
6. Denim
7. Wood preservative
8. Henpecked
9. World Service
10. Chop
11. Ball skirt
12. Money fold
13. Forces
14. Pounce
15. Brass instrument
16. Stead
17. Take a spill
18. Famous record label
19. Former wives
20. Existed
21. Embroidered pattern
22. Big-scale movie
23. Lives
24. Prickly desert plants
25. Alien craft
26. Stretchy material
27. Apart (from)
28. Rubber tree ooze
29. Collective
30. Sketched (plans)
31. Lyrical poems
32. Abrade
33. Kitchen professional
34. Crowds round
35. Small hounds
36. Ceramic-lined
37. Undermine (confidence)
38.通过
39. Undermine (confidence)
40. Through
41. Exerts force
42. Pounce
43. Brass instrument
44. Demonic
45. Stead
46. Take a spill
47. Famous record label
48. Former wives
49. Existed
50. Embroidered pattern
51. Big-scale movie
52. Lives
53. Prickly desert plants
54. Alien craft
55. Stretchy material
56. Apart (from)
57. Rubber tree ooze
58. Collective
59. Sketched (plans)
60. Lyrical poems
61. Abrade
62. Kitchen professional
63. Crowds round
64. Ceramic-lined
65. Undermine (confidence)
66. Through
67. Exerts force
68. Pounce
69. Brass instrument
70. Demonic
71. Stead
72. Take a spill
73. Famous record label
74. Former wives
75. Existed
76. Embroidered pattern
77. Big-scale movie
78. Lives
79. Prickly desert plants
80. Alien craft
81. Stretchy material
82. Apart (from)
83. Rubber tree ooze
84. Collective
85. Sketched (plans)

DOWN
1. Tubs
2. Polyps colony
3. Approach to shore
4. Punting advisers
5. Meaning
6. Henpecked
7. Seizes up
8. Exterminated
9. Ambles
10. Jokes
11. Wood preservative
12. Hurriedly shoving
13. Exterminated
14. Frogs
15. Positive pole
16. Tip
17. World Service
18. Broadcasters
19. Chop
20. Ballet skirt
21. Money fold
22. Forces
23. Pounce
24. Brass instrument
25. Demonic
26. Stead
27. Take a spill
28. Famous record label
29. Former wives
30. Existed
31. Embroidered pattern
32. Big-scale movie
33. Lives
34. Prickly desert plants
35. Alien craft
36. Stretchy material
37. Apart (from)
38. Rubber tree ooze
39. Collective
40. Sketched (plans)
41. Lyrical poems
42. Abrade
43. Kitchen professional
44. Crowds round
45. Ceramic-lined
46. Undermine (confidence)
47. Through
48. Exerts force
49. Pounce
50. Brass instrument
51. Demonic
52. Stead
53. Take a spill
54. Famous record label
55. Former wives
56. Existed
57. Embroidered pattern
58. Big-scale movie
59. Lives
60. Prickly desert plants
61. Alien craft
62. Stretchy material
63. Apart (from)
64. Rubber tree ooze
65. Collective
66. Sketched (plans)